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This is an American vernacular dance (meaning grass roots, from the people instead of dance studios) 
seen across the U.S. then in Europe, beginning in the 1960s.  Today Bugg is especially huge in Sweden. 
 
 
BASIC FOOTWORK 
      Take two walking steps anywhere—forward and back, or stepping in place, or traveling.  Then finish 
with a Rock Step which is another two steps, back and forward, in place.  The timing for Bugg is an even 
1-2-3-4.  The Lead always begins left foot; the Follow always begins right foot. 
 
The rock step is a small step back, so you want to don't step on anyone behind you.  For this reason, 
most swing dancers step back on the ball of the foot, keeping the heel off the floor. 
 
 
FOLLOW'S UNDERARM TURN (Outside Turn) 
      From closed ("waltz") position, the Lead raises his left hand and leads the Follow to turn clockwise 
(CW) under his arm with two walking steps.  Lower the arm, face your partner and both of you do your 
rock step in place on counts 3-4.  
 

Hints and notes: 
• The connecting hand is lightly held with swiveling fingertips, rather than a firm grasp. 
• He leads her under with a comfortable body-lead from his R hand to her L shoulder, not cranking her R 
hand with his L hand. 
• His L hand takes the path of a circular halo over her head. 
• His L hand will be upside-down when finished but it's not a problem. 
 
 
LOOP TURN (Inside Turn) 
      From this swingout position, the Lead "rewinds" the path of his L hand and the Follow turns 
counterclockwise (CCW) under his arm, as he walks backward into her place, for two steps.  Lower the 
arms, face your partner and do the rock step.  
 

Hints: 
• Follows, put your R shoulder forward and almost back up under your arm. 
• Both travel toward the other person's place, to almost change places during the figure.  Note the word 
"almost" -- you head in that direction but don't have to reach the exact spot where your partner was. 
• Again the path of his hand traces a circular halo over her head, but this time circling CCW instead of 
CW, hence my term "rewind". 
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SWINGOUT POSITION 
      After the Loop turn you're holding hands fairly low and standing close enough to your partner for your 
elbows to be bent.  Follows have a firm right arm, ready to pull yourself into a figure, not 'spaghetti arms'.  
Beginner's swingout position is often the opposite: high hands, straight arms and noodle-arm non-
connection.  Leads, don't press your L thumb onto the back of her hand (important!).  
 
 
WAIST SLIDE 
      The Lead guides her toward his R side with his lowered L hand (thus his L hand has to sweep across 
in front of himself) and then once she's moving, he raises his free R elbow a little and turns CCW to his 
left, breaking through the held hands.  After releasing this handhold, re-take the same hand when you 
face partners with the rock step.  
 

Hints: 
• The Lead reaches for the Follow's hand with his L thumb down.  Her R thumb is up.  
• If the follow reaches for his elbow, she'll slide down and catch his hand easier. 
 
 
BUTTERFLY 
      Giving open two-hands, do the basic step while rotating CW as a couple. 
On count one, he steps around her with his L foot, like stepping around a lamp post.  On count one she 
steps forward R between his feet.  On count two he pulls his R foot and shoulder back away from her a 
little, to let her dance through.  She steps side L.  Rock step as usual on counts 3-4. 
Unlike the previous swing figures, this one is often repeated several times in a row. 
     

Hint: Face your partner squarely (your heart aims at their heart) on count 2. 
 
 
TURNING BASIC 
      This is the same footwork as the Butterfly but you're in closed dance (waltz) position. 
     
Hint:  From the semi-open position of the rock step, he turns right to face her more squarely on count 
one. Both hang back a little on counts one and two.  Then she falls away to the semi-open position 
during the rock step.  
     

Hang back (sit back) away from your partner and it becomes more fun. 
     
    The Turning Basic is a better first impression on the Follow because she gets to turn and travel instead 
of being pushed back to place.  It feels like she's going somewhere.  
     
And the Turning Basic can be repeated a few times without becoming boring.  This takes the pressure off 
the Lead having to come up with a new swing move every two seconds.  And the spin makes it fun.  
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ROCK-STEP FIRST 
      Some people begin Bugg with the rock-step on the downbeat, count 1.  This is a common way to 
dance Bugg in Sweden, rock-step first.  That means the swing moves are delayed by two counts, 
happening on counts 3 and 4.  
     
If something messes up, and you find your self doing the rock step on counts 1-2, don't worry.  Just think, 
"Now we're dancing Swedish style."  
 
 
DOUBLE UNDERARM TURNS 
      Yes, the Lead sometimes turns the Follow under twice. Follows, just keep your feet under your body, 
without crossing one foot over the other, and it shouldn't be difficult to turn under twice.  Leads, add a 
little bit of additional turning motion with your hand over your partner's head, so they know there is a 
second turn coming, and then to bring your hand down, in front of your partner, after the second 
underarm turn.  
     
Because there were two additional counts in the second underarm turn, the timing is now phase-shifted. 
The rock step will now be on the downbeat.  Not a problem.  
     

Both outside turns and inside turns can be a double turns. 
 
 
CHAINED INSIDE TURNS (Loop-de-Loops) 
      These are essentially two-handed Waist Slides and Loop Turns. 
     
A) The Lead raises his right hand while lowering his left hand, starts to pull his partner behind the back of 
his head, while crossing his right elbow toward his left, into the frame.  From there, complete a Waist 
Slide, keeping the high hands while releasing the low hand, traveling into you partner's place. Finish by 
taking both hands again (with the Lead's hands usually palm downward).  
     
B) The Lead raises his left hand while lowering his right hand, and leads the Follow to back in front of 
him with an Inside Loop Turn, releasing the low hand.  Both always face toward the same side.   
     
Although this description is phrased in the way the Lead leads it, in actuality A and B are one figure role-
reversed.  So the Follow has as much agency as the Lead in executing this figure.  
     
Hint:  Both Lead and Follow attempt to move themselves more in front of their partner and more behind 
their partner, with each pass.  But not the extent that it stretches your arms at the end of each pass.  
 
 
CRADLE 
      This is a two-handed Inside Turn.  It's the B part of Chained Inside Turns but beginning with normal 
handhold, not Lead's palms down.  The Follow ends up at the Leads right side in Cradle Position.  Then 
simply unwind the cradle with the next swing move.  
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WHEEL 
      In swing dancing and salsa, Cradle is usually turned in place, with the Follow backing up. Just do 
walking steps, without adding a rock step.  
 
 
MATADOR WHEEL  
      Rock step then two-hand Outside Turn with the rear hand held as low as possible, ending 
comfortably low behind the Follow’s back.  Walk around each other CW, Follow forward.  
 
 
CRADLE WHEEL TO MATADOR WHEEL TO CRADLE WHEEL  
      From a wheeling Cradle, double unwind (Outside Turns) keeping the other hand low.  Double rewind 
(Inside Turns) keeping the other hand low.  
 
 
THE ORIGINAL PRETZEL 
      Begin by taking both hands, opened. 
     
1)  The Lead raises his L hand high, lowers his R, and turns to his L under his own L arm, pinning his R 
hand on his tailbone. Finish by facing partner and lowering his L hand a bit, off to his left side.  
2)  The Lead raises his L arm, leading the Follow to advance under it.  Partners pass back-to-back by 
shifting sideways toward their left, as the man lowers his L, pinning it on his tailbone, and raises his R 
elbow to allow the Follow to pass under it, backing up.  The Lead lowers his R hand a bit.  
3)  The Lead raises his R hand again and turns himself under it to the left, CCW.  She can help turn him.  
 
Handholds are very light fingertip connections.  Lead with yours elbows, allowing lots of room under the 
elbows.  Make smooth, swoopy paths with the hands and elbows.  
 
 
CONTINUOUS PRETZELS 
      Continue smoothly from the end of the Pretzel into the beginning of another.  The Follow helps. 
 
 
THE TUNNEL 
      Begin L hands crossed over R.   
1)  The Follow turns CCW, as in Windows.  2)  The Lead turns CW under his R arm, lowering his L arm 
(Matador).  3) The Follow turns CCW again then ducks and backs up under both of his arms behind his 
back.   She may slip him her R hand to his L as she pulls away.  
 


